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Abstract The neutrino burst detected during supernova SN 1987A is explained in a strangeon star

model, in which it is proposed that a pulsar-like compact object is composed of strangeons (strangeon:

an abbreviation for “strange nucleon”). A nascent strangeon star’s initial internal energy is calculated,

with the inclusion of pion excitation (energy around 1053 erg, comparable to the gravitational binding

energy of a collapsed core). A liquid-solid phase transition at temperature ∼ 1− 2MeV may occur only

a few tens of seconds after core collapse, and the thermal evolution of a strangeon star is then modeled.

It is found that the neutrino burst observed from SN 1987A can be reproduced in such a cooling model.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The state of dense baryonic matter compressed during a

supernova is not yet well understood because of the non-

perturbative nature of the fundamental strong interaction,

but it is popularly speculated that those compact stars are

composed of nucleons (this kind of matter should ac-

tually be neutron rich because of the weak interaction,

thus we usually call them neutron stars). However, it has

already been proposed that these compact stars could

be composed of strangeons, formerly known as quark-

clusters or strange clusters (Xu 2003). Strangeon is actu-

ally an abbreviation for “strange nucleon,” in which the

constituent quarks can take the form of three flavors (up,

down and strange) rather than two flavors for nucleons.

Both normal nuclear and strangeon matter are self-bound

by residual color interaction, so we may simply call a

strangeon star (SS) a gigantic nucleus with strangeness.

Because of the massive (and thus non-relativistic)

nature of strangeons and the short-distance repulsive

force between them (an analogy of the nuclear hard core),

the equation of state for strangeon matter is very stiff (Lai

& Xu 2009) so that observations of two-solar mass pul-

sars (Demorest et al. 2010; Antoniadis et al. 2013) can be

naturally explained. Strangeon matter would be solidified

when its temperature is much lower than the residual in-

teraction energy in-between (Dai et al. 2011), and pulsar

glitches, with or without X-ray enhancement, can be un-

derstood in the regime of a starquake since the associated

energy release depends on spin frequency in the solid SS

model (Zhou et al. 2014).

In addition, the quake-induced release of both grav-

itational and elastic energy could be meaningful for

anomalous X-ray pulsars and soft gamma-ray repeaters

(Xu et al. 2006; Tong 2016). Because of the strangeness

barrier on the stellar surface, the optical/ultraviolet ex-

cess of an X-ray dim isolated neutron star could then be

understood by including free-free emission from an SS

atmosphere (Wang et al. 2017). An SS could be spon-

taneously magnetized due to ferromagnetic transition of

electrons (Lai & Xu 2016b), and some small glitches

could be the results of collisions between the SS and

strangeon nuggets (Lai & Xu 2016a). Despite these suc-

cesses listed above, a general question arises: Is it pos-

sible to understand the neutrino burst observed during

SN 1987A in the regime of an SS?

This is the question we are attempting to answer

in this paper. Normal 2-flavor baryonic matter could be

transformed into strangeon matter through strangeoniza-

tion during a compression process. Similar to the neu-

tronization process of e + p → n + νe, a strangeoniza-

tion process of (u, d) → (u, d, s) will also significantly

kill off electrons and hence produce strange “nucleons,”
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i.e., strangeons. A strangeon is a cluster of quarks with

quark number Nq (probably 6, 9, 12 or 18). Being differ-

ent from a strange quark star (SQS), as mentioned above,

an SS could be converted to a solid star from a liquid one,

with melting temperature Tm ∼ MeV (Dai et al. 2011).

Namely, after a phase transition, the whole SS could be

in a solid state during its cooling process.

A photon-driven mechanism would work for both

an SQS and an SS (e.g., Chen et al. 2007), alleviating

the difficulty of a traditional neutrino-driven supernova

(Thompson et al. 2003). Due to extremely high temper-

atures, significant numbers of neutrinos are radiated dur-

ing a photon-driven supernova. The total photon energy

released could be as much as ∼ 1052 erg according to

our calculations below, but neutrinos still take away al-

most all of the gravitational energy, ∼ 1053 erg. In con-

trast to the conventional neutrino-driven model, neutri-

nos are usually trapped in a nascent SS due to high opac-

ity caused by coherent scattering off strangeons, which

means that an SS’s “neutrinosphere” could be the same

scale as that of a proto-SS. In this scenario, the neu-

trino emissivity of the SS depends on the temperature

of the whole nascent SS, rather than on the thin layer

of a proto-SS. Is it possible to test the scenario through

neutrino observation? Luckily, in 1987 a neutrino burst

in a core collapse supernova, SN 1987A, was detected

by three detectors, Kamiokande-II (Hirata et al. 1987),

Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven (IMB) (Bionta et al. 1987)

and Baksan (Alekseev et al. 1987), almost at the same

time. So far, this is the only time that astronomers have

observed neutrinos from a newborn compact object. In

this paper, we investigate whether the cooling behavior

of an SS can match observations of the SN 1987A neu-

trino burst.

This paper consists of the following parts. The study

of the entire thermal evolution of a newborn SS is pre-

sented in Section 2, which includes calculations of the

internal energy of a newborn SS with different masses

in Section 2.1, radiation of the proto-SS in Section 2.2,

and the specific thermal evolution and phase transition

in Section 2.3. After the theoretical calculations we de-

scribe the neutrino burst from SN 1987A and reproduce

it with our model in Section 3. Finally Section 4 high-

lights the conclusions we have reached as well as some

discussions.

2 THERMAL EVOLUTION OF A NEWBORN

STRANGEON STAR

Huge internal energy is stored in a newborn SS after col-

lapse, and then the energy is released by photons and

neutrinos. This process is dominated by neutrino radia-

tion. During this cooling process a sharp drop in temper-

ature leads to a phase transition in the SS. In this section,

we make a rough calculation about this evolution pro-

cess.

2.1 Internal Energy

Different from hadron stars and hybrid stars bounded

by gravity, an SS is a self-bounded object that

is bounded by residual color-interactions between

strangeons. Correspondingly, the equation of state, which

is distinctly reflected in M − R relations, varies in dif-

ferent models. The M − R relations of gravitationally

bound neutron stars have been proposed by many au-

thors (Müther et al. 1987; Prakash et al. 1988; Akmal &

Pandharipande 1997; Glendenning & Schaffner-Bielich

1999), and the results showed that a more massive neu-

tron star might correspond to a smaller radius. Generally,

a mass higher than 2 M⊙ is difficult to explain in these

models, but this is natural in the SS model. The main rea-

sons are the different mass density gradient from stellar

center to its surface and the fact that strangeon matter can

have a stiff equation of state due to strong coupling (Guo

et al. 2014).

Mass density ρ consists of rest-mass density and en-

ergy density which, for an SS, reads,

ρ = ns(Nqm0 + E/c2), (1)

where ns is the number density of strangeons, m0 is the

constituent quark mass and Nq is a free parameter which

is related to the number of quarks in each strangeon.

As mentioned in Section 1, we take Nq = 6 ∼ 18 for

each strangeon. Energy density, E, in Equation (1) con-

tributes little to the mass density (Guo et al. 2014) in

our model, so it is ignored in the following calculations

but is significant for the equation of state. On the sur-

face, the density could approximate the rest-mass density

ρs = nsNqm0. From the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff

(TOV) equation, the equation of state for SSs can be de-

rived (Lai & Xu 2009; Lai et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2014;

Li et al. 2015), and M − R relations can be obtained, as

Figure 1 shows. We take two sets of different parameters

(the pentagrams shown in Fig. 1) of SSs in the following

calculations for indication, including the typical 1.4 M⊙

case and the other of a massive pulsar (2 M⊙).

When a proto-compact star is formed in the iron

core of an evolved massive star, it goes through a transi-

tion process that changes gravitational energy (or bind-

ing energy Ebind) into a star’s internal energy which

is around 1053 erg. The gravitational energy would be

stored in SS matter as a form of initial thermal energy
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Fig. 1 M − R relations for SSs. The upper black lines show the limits imposed by general relativity and central density. GLX123

(Guo et al. 2014) and LX12 (Lai & Xu 2009; Lai et al. 2013) represent the theoretical M −R relations for SSs. It is clear that the SS

model can support a pulsar-like star with a mass of more than 2 M⊙. Since the compact remnant of SN 1987A is still unobservable

(Manchester & Peterson 1996; Manchester 2007), no further information can be obtained about its size or mass. In this paper, we

parameterize the mass of a newborn SS to be 1.4 M⊙ and 2M⊙ which are shown as the pentagrams, with corresponding radii of

10 km and 12 km.

(or internal energy) during the strangeonization process.

Consequentially, the initial temperature of a proto-SS is

extremely high at several 1011 K, just like that of a proto-

neutron star. In addition to strangeons, degrees of free-

dom in a proto-SS are uncertain with such high tem-

perature and high density. Migdal did a lot of research

on the phase transition of baryons in super-dense stars

(Migdal 1972, 1973a,b,c). It indicated that new degrees

of freedom, mesons, could be excited due to vacuum in-

stability in a super-dense object. Based on Migdal’s argu-

ments, we suggest that a huge number of pions (including

π0, π+, π−) would be excited in a newborn SS.

Phenomenologically, pions (with mass mπ0 =

134.98MeV, mπ± = 139.57 MeV ) are the lightest car-

riers of residual strong interactions between strangeons,

so they can be excited more easily than other mesons.

Other degrees of freedom could be leptons (e.g., neutri-

nos and positrons) and photons, as well as kinematical

oscillation of strangeons. All of these components share

the gravitational binding energy and store it as internal

energy, which is

U = Us + Ue + Upion + Uν + Uγ . (2)

For the sake of simplicity, an SS is suggested to have

a nearly uniform density from its center to the surface as

the previous discussion mentioned. We may approximate

an SS as a star with homogenous density of ρ = 3ρ0. If

the average number of quarks in a strangeon is 10, then

the average mass of strangeons is about 3 times higher

than that of a nucleon, mn. We can obtain the strangeon

number density ns = ρ/3mn and the total number of

baryons in a star is Ns = V ns. In our model, strangeons

behave as classical particles (Xu 2003), so the internal

energy of strangeons in an SS is

Us =
3

2
nk · 4π

∫ R

0

r2Trdr, (3)

where Tr is the stellar temperature at a point with dis-

tance r from the center of the sphere.

Pions are mesons with zero spin. According to Bose-

Einstein statistics, the average number of mesons in vol-

ume V with momentum between p and p + dp is

4πV

h3
p2 dp

e
ε−µ
kT

−1
, (4)

where the relation between momentum p and energy ε is

ε2 = p2c2 +m2c4. Considering that there are three kinds

of pions, the internal energy carried by pions is

Upion = 3 · 4π

∫ R

0

∫ ∞

140

r2 4π

h3

ε

e
ε−µ
kTr − 1

ε
√

ε2 − m2c4

c3
dεdr. (5)

In a newborn SS, the temperature is so high that the col-

lision frequency between particles is also very high. The

system is then almost in a state of thermal equilibrium.

On the other hand, the time scale of reaction from neu-

trino to pion is much longer, thus the system is not in
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a state of chemical equilibrium. Therefore, the chemical

potential of pions and neutrinos is unequal. In this case,

the chemical potential of pions can be approximately

treated as the pion’s rest mass, m ∼ 140 MeV, so the

lower limit of integration in Equation (5) is chosen to be

ε = 140 MeV.

The dynamic strangeonization process is not com-

pletely understood. Whether a newborn SS is isothermal

(i.e., temperature gradient negligible if turbulent conven-

tion dominates) or non-isothermal (i.e., temperature gra-

dient significant) is uncertain. Both of these assumptions

should be considered. So, we can compute the internal

energy in both situations: isothermal proto-SSs and non-

isothermal proto-SSs. In the case that a newborn SS is

an isothermal ball, Tr is independent of r and constant

from center to surface. However, considering that heat

transfer in the early stage is mainly through neutrino dif-

fusion, a temperature gradient could exist in a proto-SS

because neutrinos are opaque, as we prove in Section 2.2.

Then Tr should be a function of radius r, and we get

the relation between Tr and surface temperature Ts as

Tr ∼ Ts(
R−r

l )1/4, which is derived in Section 2.2. With

any given surface temperature Ts, we can obtain the cor-

responding internal energy by the temperature gradient

relation.

In order to make a lower energy state for electrons,

both the NS model and SS model would go through

a process to cancel the electrons by weak interaction.

Considering that the number of electrons Ne− is gen-

erally around 10−5 of the strangeon number Ns, thus

Ue− can be ignored. We also ignore Uν (and Ue+) and

Uγ because these parts contribute little to the total in-

ternal energy. The specific calculations will be shown in

Section 2.2.

Considering only the components which have dom-

inant contributions to the internal energy, U for

both isothermal and non-isothermal cases is shown in

Figure 2. It is clear that U of an SS with a different mass

is around 1053 erg. This result is consistent with the mag-

nitude of binding energy. Comparing the solid lines with

the dashed lines, which respectively correspond to U and

Us, we conclude that it is valid to consider pions as an

important degree of freedom in a newborn SS.

Our results, shown in Figure 3, suggest that pions

share almost half of the gravitational binding energy at

initial temperatures which are roughly 40 ∼ 50 MeV for

the isothermal case and 10 MeV for the non-isothermal

case, according to Equation (5). When the newborn SS

cools down, pions will decay rapidly because they are un-

stable. Then a large amount of neutrinos will be released

by pion decay. Therefore, pions would be insignificant,

and it would be unnecessary to consider them during the

later thermal evolution when T decreases to several MeV,

as Figure 3 shows.

2.2 Neutrino Emissivity of a Proto-Strangeon Star

In both neutron stars and SSs, neutrino emission is simi-

lar to photon radiation in the early stage (Bethe & Wilson

1985; Janka & Hillebrandt 1989a,b), just like blackbody

radiation. It is well known that because neutrinos are

less-massive particles, they pass through common sub-

stances almost freely because they are only affected by

weak interaction with extremely small scattering cross-

sections. However, neutrinos produced in a newborn SS

can hardly escape freely from inside to the surface be-

cause strangeon matter is so dense that the neutrinos are

trapped and matter in SSs becomes opaque.

Generally, absorption and scattering are the main

mechanisms contributing to neutrino opacity. For the

case of free quark matter, absorption processes (d+νe →
u+e−, s+νe → u+e−) can play a more significant role

in determining the mean free path of the neutrinos than

scattering processes (q +ν → q +ν, q = n, p). However,

in normal nuclear matter, the mean free paths of absorp-

tion and scattering processes are almost the same order

(Iwamoto 1982). In addition, β equilibrium should have

been reached when a newborn SS is formed, thus signifi-

cant absorption is probably not kinematically allowed in

an SS. So, we consider only the scattering process.

Considering that a strangeon is a cluster with a cer-

tain number of quarks, it is convenient to take strangeons

as special nucleons with strangeness when scattering

with neutrinos. In Weinberg’s weak interaction the-

ory, Freedman obtained the differential cross section

for neutrino-nucleus scattering (Freedman 1974), which

reads

dσ

dq2
=

G2

2π
a2
0A

2e−2bq2

(

1 − q2 2MEν + M2

4M2E2
ν

)

, (6)

where G is the conventional Fermi constant:

G = 1.015 × 10−5m−2
p ,

θW is the Weinberg angle,

a0 = − sin2 θW (sin2 θW = 0.23 ± 0.015),

A is the nucleon number of the target nucleus and b is

related to the target particle radius r by

b =
1

6
r2 ≈ 4.8 × 10−6A2/3.
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Fig. 2 SSs’ internal energy as a function of stellar temperature T . The solid lines mean the total energy U , with mass 2 M⊙ and
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same order of magnitude as Us, or even larger than Us if the initial temperature is high. As T drops, pions cannot be excited and

begin to decay quickly. As we can see from this plot, Upion reduces rapidly and can be ignored when T drops below several MeV.

Parameter q2 is the squared momentum transfer.

Considering the fact that neutrinos have almost no inter-

action with the targets, we just take q ≪ Eν , then for su-

pernova neutrinos, the part in brackets is approximately

unity with energy Eν ∼ 10 MeV and for strangeons

M ∼ 3 × 103 MeV. Integrating Equation (6), one has

σ ≈ 0.03 × σ0A
2
( Eν

mec2

)2

, (7)

where σ0 = 1.7 × 10−44 cm2. In this case, we can con-

sider a strangeon to be a cluster with baryon number A,

and the mean free path of neutrinos in a proto-SS will be

l = (nscσ(νA))−1, as we can see in Figure 4.

For a newborn hot SS, the heat transfer before so-

lidification is mainly through neutrino diffusions. As we

calculated above, neutrinos in a proto-SS are opaque, so

thermal energy delivery will be blocked. Therefore, a

temperature gradient could exist in a proto-SS. However,

the dynamic process of SS formation is still uncertain, so

the effect of temperature gradient may not be ignored. In

this section, we take the temperature gradient into con-

sideration and recalculate the cooling process as a con-

trast to the isothermal case.

Gudmundsson et al. (1982) researched temperature

differences between the core and surface. On the surface

of a neutron star, photon luminosity can be expressed by

L = 4πσT 4
s = f(κ, Tc), where Ts and Tc are surface

and central temperature respectively, f(κ, Tc) is a func-

tion related to the structure and equations of state of a
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Fig. 4 The mean free path of neutrinos in an SS. We are taking the range of Eν from 10 MeV to tens of MeV as typical supernova

neutrino energies. A strangeon consisting of more quarks with larger A (for example, A = 6 means a strangeon with 18 quarks)

corresponds to a shorter mean free path. Thus it is hard for neutrinos with high energy to escape from SSs.

neutron star. Similarly, we can obtain a temperature gra-

dient relation in a rough way.

For a proto-SS, we set the internal temperature and

surface temperature as Tr and Ts respectively, where r is

the distance to the center of the proto-SS, and the radius

of the star can be set as R. In the ideal situation, if mat-

ter is transparent to neutrinos, the theoretically elapsed

time for neutrinos at position r is t1 ∼ (R − r)/c, and at

position R luminosity is of order R2T 4
r . In this case, the

whole star shares the same temperature Tr. But, in fact,

strangeon matter is opaque to neutrinos at an early stage.

Neutrinos can only escape after a number of collisions,

which can be thought of as a “random walk” process.

Then the number of collisions is N ∼ (R−r)2/l2 where

l is the mean free path of neutrinos in a proto-SS. The

elapsed time is t2 ∼ Nl/c ∼ (R − r)2/(lc), and the lu-

minosity is of order R2T 4
s , so that the process of radiative

diffusion has been slowed down to the rate at which en-

ergy escapes the proto-SS by a factor t2/t1 ∼ (R− r)/l.

By energy conservation, the delay from the elapsed

time leads to temperature gradients in proto-SSs. The

internal luminosity, of order R2T 4
r , is reduced to the

surface luminosity, of order R2T 4
s . Thus (Tr/Ts)

4 ∼
(R − r)/l, and we get an estimate of the temperature

relation as

Tr ∼ Ts

(R − r

l

)1/4

. (8)

The mean free path l is just (10−4 ∼ 10−3) R, which

means that neutrinos can only be emitted freely from a

very thin spherical shell on the surface. We can describe

this escaping process as bulk emission in comparison

with photon radiation, which is also considered as sur-

face emission. Thickness of the emission shell can be re-

garded as the mean free path l, and we take l = 103 cm.

That is to say, neutrinos below the shell cannot escape

immediately. They are trapped in the star and form the

so-called “neutrinosphere.” The opaque neutrino emis-

sion field that appears as surface emission is on the in-

terface below the free emission shell, just like blackbody

radiation. In other words, the total luminosity of neutri-

nos is composed of two parts, bulk neutrino emission lu-

minosity Lbν and surface neutrino emission luminosity

Lsν . Then we calculate both of them to get the entire

neutrino emission luminosity.

At high temperature (such as the case of a newborn

SS or neutron star), pair annihilation (γ + γ ↔ e± →
ν +ν) as described in the framework of Weinberg-Salam

theory, is the dominant form of neutrino energy-loss rates

as compared to photo-, plasma and bremsstrahlung pro-

cesses (Itoh et al. 1989). In this case, we only consider

this mechanism since we do not exactly know the neu-

trino energy loss rate of strangeon matter. We often use

emissivity in unit volume to calculate neutrino emission

energy (Braaten & Segel 1993). The emissivity of a neu-

trino with high temperature (T > 1 MeV) from Itoh et

al. (1989) is

εpair = 1.809(1 + 0.104 qpair)f(λ)g(λ)

e−2/λ erg s−1 cm−3, (9)

and

qpair = (10.7480λ2 + 0.3967λ0.5 + 1.0050)−1

[

1 + (ρ/µe)(7.692 × 107λ3

+9.715× 106λ0.5)−1.0

]−0.3

,
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g(λ) = 1 − 13.04λ2 + 133.5λ4 + 1534λ6 + 918.6λ8,

f(λ) =
[

(6.002 × 1019 + 2.084 × 1020ξ + 1.872

×1021ξ2)e−4.9924ξ
]

/

(ξ3 + 1.2383/λ− 0.4141/λ2)

where

λ =
T

5.9302× 109 K
,

ξ =
[

ρµ−1
e /(109 g cm−3)

]1/3

λ−1.

In the SS model, the number of electrons per baryon is

< 10−4 compared to quarks, so we choose the electron

mean molecular weight µe = 105 in the following calcu-

lations. Therefore, the bulk neutrino emission luminosity

is

Lbν = 4πR2lεpair. (10)

Next we consider the surface emission which is sim-

ilar to blackbody radiation. The “neutrinosphere” below

the thin free emission shell can be thought as a neutrino

radiation field with radius R − l ≈ R. In Fermi-Dirac

statistics, the emission intensity of neutrinos is

Iν =
εν

c2h3

1

e(εν−µν)/kT + 1
, (11)

where εν is neutrino energy, and the chemical potential

µν = 0. In the radiation field, energy density is

uν =
4π

c

∫ ∞

0

Iνdεν =
4π(kT )4

(hc)3
F3, (12)

where F3 is the Fermi integral. The internal energy of a

newborn SS is reviewed in Section 2.1. We can then use

Equation (12) to estimate Uν ∼ 4/3πR3uν ∼ 1048 erg,

and Uγ should be smaller, thus we ignore these two

components of the total internal energy in Equation (2).

Like photons, the flux of the neutrino radiation is c
4uν .

Considering three flavors of neutrinos and their anti-

particles, it yields

Lsν = 6 · 4πR2σvT 4, (13)

where σv ≈ 14.88 × 10−5 erg cm−2 s−1 K−4 based on

Equation (12).

Another form of radiation that is part of the cooling

process is photon radiation. We regard this part as black-

body radiation,

Lγ = 4πR2σT 4. (14)

The main departure from Equation (14) is that T is

the so-called effective temperature Te in other models. In

these models, neutron stars have complex structures, and

usually have a crust on the surface (Pethick & Ravenhall

1995) which generates a temperature gradient from the

center to the surface, and Te is generally much lower

than 10 MeV, which is the order of surface temperature

of a bare newborn SS. In this case, T in Equation (14) is

the same as in Equation (13), so the energy released by

photons is about 1052 erg in our calculation. This energy

is more than the total energy needed to drive a supernova

(usually 1% of the gravitational binding energy). Chen

et al. (2007) did some specific research on the huge en-

ergy carried out by photons and found that a supernova

may actually be driven by photons.

2.3 Thermal Evolution of a Proto-Strangeon Star

with Solidification

The above calculations are aimed at exploring the

rapid cooling stage through releasing neutrinos. First we

should confirm the internal energy (which equals the

binding energy in Section 2.1) and initial temperature

of a newborn SS. A simple approximate “empirical for-

mula” describes Ebind well at M > 0.5 M⊙ (Lattimer &

Yahil 1989), and we use it to estimate the binding energy

of an SS as

Ebind ≃ 1.5 × 1053(M/M⊙) erg. (15)

From Equation (15) and the parameters which are M =

1.4 M⊙ and M = 2M⊙, we can estimate that if an SS

is born in SN 1987A, the total thermal energy at the be-

ginning is around 2.1×1053 erg and 3×1053 erg respec-

tively. Equating the binding energy to the internal energy

U in Equation (2), the initial temperatures are respec-

tively Tr = 52.9 MeV, 50.7 MeV (isothermal newborn

SSs) and Ts = 17.8 MeV, 16.4 MeV (non-isothermal

newborn SSs). So we take Tr = 50 MeV, Ts = 18 MeV

for all numerical calculations in this paper.

The internal energy loss rate of an SS at the begin-

ning is

−dU

dt
= Lbν + Lsν + Lγ . (16)

The evolution which Equation (16) represents lasts

during the entire cooling process of normal NSs or SQSs.

This process, which is represented by a T − t rela-

tion curve with temperature T > Tm, is shown in

Figure 6 with different Tm. As mentioned in Section 1,

an SS would go through a phase transition from liq-

uid to solid, and this cooling process will not last long.

We have assumed that strangeons behave like classical

particles, therefore strangeon matter would be localized

in a crystal lattice if the stellar temperature reaches its

melting temperature Tm, which has a range of 1 MeV
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< Tm < 6 MeV (Xu 2003; Dai et al. 2011; Lai et al.

2013). The cooling star will remain at a stable tem-

perature (T = Tm) for a while, and during the stage

from liquid to solid, the latent heat would be released

through thermal emission. We obtain the time scale of

the constant-temperature stage from

E′ = (Lbν + Lsν + Lγ)t. (17)

where E′ is the latent heat. To estimate the latent heat,

we need to know the state of cold quark matter and in-

teractions between strangeons. Lai and Xu (Lai & Xu

2009) used the Lennard-Jones potential to describe the

interaction between strangeons and gave the depth of the

potential as V ∼ 100 MeV. Then the latent heat released

by each strangeon can be written as εs = fV , where f is

the ratio of potential to melting heat. Based on this work,

considering that strangeons are non-relativistic and the

interaction is similar to common substances, it is reason-

able to estimate f to be 0.01 ∼ 0.1, which is the ratio

for most common substances. Then the energy released

by each strangeon in the liquid to solid phase can be es-

timated as εs ∼ 1 − 10 MeV (Dai et al. 2011). The total

latent heat of SSs can be written as

E′ = Nsεs, (18)

and the results are 3 × 1051 erg, 5 × 1051 erg respec-

tively with the corresponding mass 1.4 M⊙, 2 M⊙ if

εs ∼ 1 MeV. When the temperature cools down to the

melting temperature which we choose here to be 3 MeV,

the values for internal energy U ′ are 7.2 × 1051 erg and

1.3 × 1052 erg. From the comparison of latent heat and

internal energy, it is obvious that most of the internal en-

ergy is released in the constant-temperature stage. Due

to the uncertainty of many parameters describing latent

heat, such as potential and the ratio of potential to melt-

ing heat, we use U ′ to replace E′ in Equation (17) to get

the time scale for release of latent heat, and results are

shown in Figure 5.

Considering the whole process of thermal evolution,

the duration of latent heat release is represented by part

of the T − t curve, as shown in Figures 6 and 7, which

have different melting temperatures.

After this isothermal stage, proto-SSs crystallize im-

mediately and finally become solid. Residual internal en-

ergy for SSs in a solid state can be written as

Ure =

∫

CV dT, (19)

where heat capacity CV is comprised of lattice structure

component Cl
V and electron component Ce

V , and then

CV = Cl
V + Ce

V . Because of the small amount of elec-

trons, Ce
V can be ignored (Yu & Xu 2011). Pions will not

be taken into consideration in this part. As mentioned in

Section 2.1, Figure 3 shows that when T drops to several

MeV, pions decay quickly.

The Debye model is thought to be quite an appro-

priate method to estimate the specific heat of solid state

SSs (Yu & Xu 2011). If a solid medium consists of

strangeons, the specific heat is

Cl
V = N · 12π4

5
k
( T

θD

)3

, (20)

where θD = ~(CskD)/k is Debye temperature in which

the average sound speed of SSs is Cs ∼ c, and DkD =

(6π2ns)
1/3 is the Debye wave number where ns is the

number density of strangeons. Because the number den-

sity of particles of an SS is extremely high when com-

pared with common substances, the Debye temperature

for SSs is as high as 1012 K. After crystallization, ther-

mal evolution is represented as

−Cl
V

dT

dt
= Lbν + Lsν + Lγ . (21)

Because of the relatively small heat capacity of

solid SSs in Equation (21), temperature drops sharply,

as shown in Figure 6. A sharp decrease of temperature

will lead to an extremely small flux of neutrinos, which

means the violent release of neutrinos, i.e. neutrino burst,

will cut off after the phase transition.

By combining Equations (16), (17) and (21) the

whole cooling process of proto-SSs can be modeled,

which is plotted in Figures 6 and 7. Temperature de-

creases in this process mostly result from neutrino emis-

sion, and this process corresponds to the detected neu-

trino burst. The specifics will be discussed below.

3 THE NEUTRINO BURST OF SN 1987A IN A

STRANGEON STAR MODEL

A neutrino burst is an astronomical phenomenon that oc-

curs during the fast cooling stage of a newborn com-

pact star in a supernova. If an SS is born in SN 1987A,

the neutrino burst should be explained by the SS model.

In this section, we test the thermal evolution of proto-

SSs we studied in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, by the

SN 1987A neutrino burst.

3.1 Neutrino Burst Events associated with SN 1987A

The SN 1987A neutrino burst was detected at three loca-

tions (Hirata et al. 1987, 1988; Bionta et al. 1987; Bratton

et al. 1988; Alekseev et al. 1987; Loredo & Lamb 2002),
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Fig. 5 Time scale of the constant-temperature stage of the phase transition process. The dashed curves have parameters M = 2 M⊙,

R = 12 km, and the solid curves correspond to M = 1.4 M⊙, R = 10 km. The curves on the top are the time scale of proto-

SSs with temperature gradient, and the curves below correspond to isothermal proto-SSs. It can be seen that the duration of the

isothermal stage is highly sensitive to melting temperature.

Table 1 Properties of the detected neutrino burst events associated with SN 1987A. Events K1,

K2,..., K16 were detected by Kamiokande-II, and I1, I2, ..., I8 and B1, B2, ..., B5 were recorded

by IMB and Baksan respectively. Relative time here means the starting moment of each detector’s

first event, and does not represent the absolute starting time of the neutrino burst.

Detector Relative time Energy Detector Relative time Energy

(s) (MeV) (s) (MeV)

K1 0 20.0±2.9 I1 0 38±7

K2 0.107 13.5±3.2 I2 0.412 37±7

K3 0.303 7.5±2.0 I3 0.650 28±6

K4 0.324 9.2±2.7 I4 1.141 39±7

K5 0.507 12.8±2.9 I5 1.562 36±9

K6 0.686 6.3±1.7 I6 2.684 36±6

K7 1.541 35.4±8.0 I7 5.010 19±5

K8 1.728 21.0±4.2 I8 5.582 22±5

K9 1.915 19.8±3.2

K10 9.219 8.6±2.7

K11 10.433 13.0±2.6

K12 12.439 8.9±2.9 B1 0 12.0±2.4

K13 17.641 6.5±1.6 B2 0.435 17.9±3.6

K14 20.257 5.4±1.4 B3 1.710 23.5±4.7

K15 21.355 4.6±1.3 B4 7.687 17.5±3.5

K16 23.814 6.5±1.6 B5 9.099 20.3±4.1

and all relevant neutrino events observed are listed in

Table 1.

With different energy thresholds, these three detec-

tors recorded different numbers of neutrino events. The

energy threshold of Kamiokande-II was 7.5 MeV, and in

early data, events K6, K13, K14, K15 and K16 were

not included. However, these five neutrinos were picked

up from the neutrino background and were found to be

associated with this neutrino burst in subsequent anal-

yses (Loredo & Lamb 2002; Vissani 2015). The en-

ergy thresholds of other detectors were 15 MeV for IMB

and 10 MeV for Baksan. With lower energy threshold,

Kamiokande-II could detect many more events than the

other two, as shown in Table 1.

It is difficult to determine exactly when the neu-

trino burst began. Considering the uncertainty in uni-

versal time, the first event observed by Kamiokande-

II, IMB and Baksan occurred at 7:34:35 UT∼7:36:35
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UT, 7:35:40.95 UT∼7:35:41.05 UT, and 7:35:18

UT∼7:36:14 UT respectively (Aglietta et al. 1990). In

this situation, a separate analysis of these three groups

of data may be more accurate when researching a time-

dependent physical process, such as T − t evolution of

proto-NSs or proto-SSs.

3.2 Understanding the Neutrino Burst Events in the

Strangeon Star Cooling Model

When discussing the time-dependent cooling process of

SSs and testing the model with the observed events, it is

obviously unsuitable to perform a combined analysis on

all data together. Because of the aforementioned uncer-

tainty in universal time between three laboratories, the

exact moments of the first event of the three detectors

were uncertain. For this reason, data from three different

timelines cannot be analyzed by sharing a common start-

ing time. For the sake of preciseness and objectiveness,

we decided to chose Kamiokande-II’s events as the op-

timal sample, without a combined analysis that includes

IMB and Baksan.

The relation between neutrino energy and stellar

temperature can be derived from the neutrino distribu-

tion function f = E2
ν/(1 + exp(Eν/T )), where T is the

temperature of SSs in our model. Then the mean energy

can be obtained as (Janka & Hillebrandt 1989b)

〈Eν〉 =

∫ ∞

0
EνfdEν

∫ ∞

0
fdEν

≈ 3.15T. (22)

We use relations Eν ∼ 3.15T to represent the neutrinos’

energies with SS’s temperature, and investigate these 15

time-dependent events (without event K1) together with

the T − t evolution. In this case, the theoretical cooling

curves of proto-SSs calculated in Section 2 can be tested

by the 15 observed neutrino events.

For the T − t curves, we take melting tempera-

ture to be Tm=6, 3, 1.5 MeV for isothermal SSs, and

Tm =3, 2.5, 2 MeV for non-isothermal SSs. Each Tm

corresponds to a different lasting-time of the phase tran-

sition. For comparison, we give the cooling curve of a

normal proto-NS with mass 1.4 M⊙ at the same stage.

The results are shown in Figure 6. In Figure 7 we also

present another two T − t relations which correspond

to SSs with different masses. Because the normal NS

model cannot support compact stars having more than

2 M⊙ (not including a black hole), there is no compari-

son shown in Figure 7.

It appears that there is almost no difference between

T − t relations for M = 1.4 M⊙, R = 8 km. This indi-

cates that a neutrino burst is a good way to examine the

different pulsar-like object models, but not a good way

to investigate the M − R relation. However, all these re-

sults show that our solid SS model with a melting tem-

perature around 1 MeV can reproduce the neutrino burst

well, which can be explained by observations.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, comprehensive calculations are made on

the entire thermal evolution of a newborn SS, including

its thermal energy, radiation and phase transition. Our

conclusions are as follows.

(1) Pion excitation can greatly contribute to the internal

energy, as shown in Figure 3. The total thermal en-

ergy of pions and strangeons is in accordance with

the fundamental core collapse theories of a massive

star.

(2) The theoretically time-dependent temperature evolu-

tion of an SS model, for both isothermal and non-

isothermal cases, coincides well with the SN 1987A

neutrino burst when compared with the normal

neutrino-driven NS model, as indicated in Figures 6

and 7. It is worth noting that there is an obvious cut-

off of the neutrino burst after the liquid-solid phase

transition occurs in our model. The cut-off time be-

comes longer if the melting temperature is lower,

and/or if the temperature gradient is more significant.

A long neutrino burst during explosion would not

be good for a successful supernova in a normal neu-

tron star model, but does not matter in the SS model

because the explosion is photon-driven rather than

neutrino-driven (Chen et al. 2007).

The characteristic cut-off of the neutrino burst in

the model indicates that almost no supernova neutrinos

can be detected after the liquid-solid phase transition,

i.e., the solidification of strangeon matter. The extremely

low flux of neutrino emission (with final neutrino en-

ergy around 3 MeV) makes it difficult for the detector

to record consecutive neutrino events. However, in case

of NS models without neutrino cut-off, a detector would

be able to detect a large number of supernova neutrinos

continuously even if the neutrino energy is lower than

3 MeV. Therefore, this aspect would be a way to test

those two kinds of models by future advanced neutrino

detectors. New neutrino experiments are already under-

way with many planned for the near future. For example,

Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory (JUNO)

could record thousands of neutrino events or more dur-

ing a supernova like SN 1987A (An et al. 2016). If more

events can be detected, more information would be avail-

able related to the compact remnant, and we are looking
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Fig. 6 This is the T -t relation of a proto-SS with M = 1.4 M⊙, R = 10 km. Both in panels (a) and (b), the upper red curve

is the cooling process of a normal proto-NS (with mass M ′
= 1.4 M⊙) taken from Pons et al. (1999). The 15 black dots with

error bars are 15 neutrino events, for which the neutrino energy has been represented by proto-SSs’ temperature with the relation

Eν = 3.15T . It can be seen that T in a proto-SS drops rapidly in the early stage, and then the star will stay isothermal during

phase transition, as the straight lines indicate. After phase transition, solid SSs cool more drastically than before. In this case,

consequently, the emission intensity decreases quickly, hence leading to a cut-off in this neutrino burst. By contrast, normal NSs

cool down smoothly all the time and the concomitant neutrino burst has no obvious termination in several tens of seconds. The

results indicate that if the proto-SS can be thought of as an isothermal ball, the melting temperature Tm ∼ 1 MeV coincides well

with the neutrino burst events. Taking the temperature gradient into consideration, Tm ∼ 2 would be acceptable. Both of these two

situations can roughly fit the neutrino bust.
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Fig. 7 T − t relations of SSs for M = 2 M⊙, R = 12 km. The curves in (a) and (b) represent the logarithm of t, to show more

details about the early cooling stage.

forward to detecting supernova neutrino bursts as well as

to testing the models.

However, in the extremely early stage of the cooling

process, which corresponds to the high temperature part

and the time-dependent temperature evolution in an early

stage (before phase transition), some aspects need further

discussions. Certainly less neutrino events were recorded

in this very early stage than the later cooling process, as

shown in Table 1 and Figure 6. We will discuss both the

technical and theoretical aspects of this issue as follows.

Technically, each of the three detectors has a limit

to its trigger rate, which makes it hard to record at a

millisecond interval. For example, the IMB detector is

dead for about 35 ms after each trigger, which is of

the same order as Kamiokande-II (Bionta et al. 1987).

Moreover, the total number of photoelectrons per event
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in the Kamiokande-II photomultiplier tubes had to be

less than 170, corresponding to a maximum electron en-

ergy of 50 MeV (Hirata et al. 1988). In addition, due to

uncertainty in universal time between those detectors (K,

I and B in Table 1), we cannot adopt all of the data at the

same initial time, and therefore Kamiokande events are

shown in Figure 6.

Theoretically, we have not considered the interac-

tion between neutrinos and circumstellar matter around a

newborn SS. A neutrino’s mean free path could be much

smaller than the length scale if one takes the enclosed

mass of a core collapse supernova as high as 0.4 M⊙

(in milliseconds after supernova explosion, Roberts &

Reddy 2016). One may then expect that the time of

arrival and spectrum of supernova neutrinos should be

modified if this circumstellar matter effect is included.
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